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EDITORIAL PAGE
Dear All,
We hope you all had a blast writing your end sem
exams.
To give you some relief and relaxation the editorial team of Xpressions
presents its Xth edition.
The exciting part of this edition is, it captures the highlights of Dewang
Mehta Awards where Indira Group has been honored with 10
prestigious prizes.
We Wish you all in advance a Merry Christmas & Happy and Prosperous
New Year!!

Njoy reading!!!
Regards,
Editorial Team
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INITIATIVES AT ISBS
Management Development Program
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Indira School of Business Studies, Research and Development Center
(IRDC) was institutionalized in March 2011 to meet the training and
research needs of the organization. IRDC provides customized training
solutions. Training Need Analysis (TNA) brings forth need based
training which also takes into account the unique blend of knowledge,
skills, perceptions and experiences of the trainee participants. Training is
imparted by systematic modules that are designed and delivered using
methods that are both participative and innovative. All our training
programs have a holistic focus.
IRDC accepts requests from organizations for conducting customized
training programs for their executives at different levels to suit their
business and developmental needs.

Following are some of the esteemed clients:

Kwality Paints and Coatings Pvt. Ltd., Bhosari, Pune
Fortune Inn Exotica (ITC) Group of hotels, Hinjewadi, Pune
National Human Research Development Network (NHRDI) Pune
Chapter
RTC Hotels Pvt. Ltd., Pune
Triumph Systems and Solution Pvt. Ltd., Pune
IRDC has recently commenced two certification programmes :
Certification program in Banking and Finance (CPBF)
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Rannbhumi:

RANNBHUMI- Sports Event Organized by ISBS, on 12TH & 13TH
NOV, 2011. Div- C was declared the overall winners.
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YOU MADE US PROUD……………..

DEWANG MEHTA B- SCHOOL
AWARDS :
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ISBS won 5 Prizes in Dewang Mehta B - school Awards at
Taj Lands , Mumbai.
In total the entire IGI won 10 awards.
Details of Awards for ISBS:
1) Best Business School for Syllabus in IB
2) Best Teacher in Marketing - Dr. Bidyut Gogoi
3) Best Teacher in Finance - Prof. Amol
4) Paper Presentation - 2nd prize(Student
category, SandeepSharma & Varun Mehta)
5) Presentation Contest - 3rd prize (Student
category, Chaitanya Naidu, Asmita Kulkarni & Miheer Phatak
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STUDENTS PLACED:
NAME

SPECIALIZATION

Karan Kapoor

Mkt.

Debashree Das

Hr

Tapas Sharma
Bidoura Chakraborty
Siddesh Surve
Premani Chirag Jayesh
Areez Riaz Madraswalla
Amog Vaidya
Rajashri Patil
Taha Batilwala
Rohit Chhabra
Sonal Bhambri
Bhavesh Mathur
Singh Suraj Bhrigunath
Snehashis De
Ishwari Shah
Karnawat
Gajendra
Motilal
Vivek Singh
Manish Kumar

Mkt.
Hr
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Mkt.
Mkt.
Hr

Abhinav Agrawal

Mkt.

Parvez Mohammed
Pooja Kashiramka
Piyush Gupta

Mkt.
Finance
Finance

COMPANY
Pantloon
Saurat Auto Tech. Pvt.
Ltd.
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Eclerx
Brahma Corporation
Sharp
Cybage
Tata Technologies 49
NOMURA.
NOMURA.
NOMURA.
Sharp
Sharp
Syntel
Metal
Link
Alloys
Limited
Nestle
Nestle
Mahamaya Spong Iron
Pvt. Ltd.
Mahindra & Mahindra
Darashaw
Darashaw

Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
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Apoorv Kashyap

Hypercity

Mkt.

Prateek Agrawal

Mkt.

Hypercity

Akshay Khamkar
Lokesh Rajendra
Chaudhari
NITIN HEMNANI
Harshal Wadajkar
Debolina Roy
Heena Shekhawat
Vandana Jain
Pranay Shah
Satendra Kumar
Nikita Chourasia
Isha Kumari
Ratna Gupta
Sweta
Ajinkya Chopkar
Mallika Chawla
Kirti Chandani
Shoib Ahmed
Avinash Pratap Singh

Mkt.

Hypercity

Mkt.

Hypercity

Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Mkt.
Mkt.

Jitendra Pratap Singh

Mkt.

Hypercity
Hypercity
Indus Ind Bank
Indus Ind Bank
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Deloitee
Foundation Engineers.
Foundation Engineers.
Prop Tiger Reality Pvt.
Ltd.
Standard
Chartered
Bank
CRISIL
CRISIL
ICICI Securities
Naukri. Com
Universal Construction
Bajaj Allianz
Bajaj Allianz

AgarwaAbhijeet Pradeep Finance
Ghatge Madhav Sunil
Kabra Ritesh Suresh
Ashit Kumar
Nandini Mantri
Ranjanjyoti Bora
Asif Shah
Gaurav Parashar

Finance
Finance
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
Mkt.
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GURU
VANI
?
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BRAIN TEASERS:
1. Which useful and innovative computer accessory did Douglas
Engelbert invent in 1968?

2. In the world of TV transmission technology, what does the muchtalked about acronym DTH stand for?
3. What does TRP stand for in context of audience viewership?

4. What brand of 'cold cream', also available in India, derives its
name from a Latin word meaning 'snow white'?

5. What do the first three letters of 'SUN Microsystems' stand for?

6. With which corporate house has STARBUCKS signed an MOU to
enter India?
7. Which multinational company recently acquired Paras Pharma?
8. Who is the founder of WalMart chain of retail stores?
9. Which is the highest grossing Indian film till date?
ANSWERS ON 2ND LAST PAGE
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SACHINOMICS
Create wealth SIP by SIP
A systematic plan, or an SIP, is like a recurring deposit in a bank but
without any guaranteed rate of interest – like any other mutual fund
scheme, returns on investments through SIPs are not pre-determined.
Under an SIP, a fixed amount of money is put in a mutual fund scheme
at a pre-selected date every month. The amount could be as little as Rs.
500 for most mutual funds and there is no upper limit.
Before you decide to invest in an SIP, take out your financial planning
notebook and try to answer a few questions. What is your financial
goal? How much money would you require for it? In how many years do
you want to reach that goal? Now, work backwards and use an SIP
calculator, preferably an online tool, to calculate the amount of you need
to save every month to reach your financial dream. Always remember,
SIPs are for the long term – 10 years or more.
A large number of people now live with EMIs (equated monthly
installments) – be it for your home, car or some electronic item. So
think of an SIP as another EMI that would help you create wealth over a
long period of time.

How to start a SIP?
We assume that you have a good financial advisor and have completed
the Know Your Client (KYC) formality, or have at least applied for it.
Now, inform your financial advisor about your needs and the time
horizon.
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Depending upon your needs and also your risk profile, the advisor
should help you decide on the right mutual fund scheme to invest in.
read all the information that the fund house gives about the scheme and
then fill up the application form and the SIP enrollment form. Along
with the application form, you will need to give post-dated cheques or an
ECS/auto-debit form. It’s advisable that you go for the ECS/auto-debit
mode of payment linked to your bank account.

However, before you sign on the SIP amount in the application form,
read the instructions and related information carefully and in case of any
doubts including about the minimum amount that you can invest every
month, clarify with the fund house.

How does it work?
Once your form is accepted by the fund house, every month on the prefixed date, same amount of money will be debited from your account
and it will go to the fund house to be invested in the scheme of your
choice. This will continue for the number of years you have chosen to
continue the SIP. At the end of your term, you will have the option to
either redeem the amount that has been accumulated or re-invest in the
same plan or another.
Advantages of SIP:
Investment discipline: One of the top traits of a successful investor is
discipline and SIP brings it. Think of a situation where everyday you
put in a rupee in a piggy bank and at the end of the year you have a
substantial amount at your disposal.
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In case of a SIP; replace that day with a month and also add the power
of compounding so that at the end of the SIP term you have a substantial
amount to fulfill your dream. These are small steps, but taken one at a
time, they help you reach your financial goal because here you are using
the power of compounding to your advantage.

Minimal extra financial liability: Since SIPs allow one to save every
month as little as Rs. 500, usually a SIP account will not become too
much of a financial burden on you, so, even after meeting your other
daily an monthly financial liabilities, you can aim to build a corpus for
your future.

Rupee cost averaging: Remember even the best of fund managers are
not always able to pick up a good stock when its price is at the lowest
and sell when the price has peaked. In case of a SIP investment, what
one does is keeps on buying over time. So in effect you buy the highest
number of units when the prices are at its lowest and at the same time
you also buy the lowest number of units when the prices are at its
highest. So over the full period of your SIP, you actually average out
with the highest, the lowest and the in-between prices (NAVs) of the
schemes.
It is observed that by investing in a systematic manner; you get a better
price than if you cannot time the market to buy at the lowest level. This
method of investing to average out your price over time is called the
rupee cost averaging. In a way, this SIP method of investing also helps
you spread your risks related to your investments over a period of time.
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Less headache, low cost: Since you have to subscribe to a SIP either
through post-dated cheques or an auto-debit instruction, you don’t have
to remember every month to put a cheque for investing regularly. While
entry load is not there in any fund schemes in India, most fund houses
also do not charge any exist load for SIP investors. And all these
advantages come to you at no extra cost compared to if you make a onetime investment.

Insurance at no additional cost: Some fund houses offer life insurance
to SIP customers at no extra cost but under some conditions. This is a
good add-on for mutual fund investors, but you should be careful about
not making this insurance to be one of the top deciding factor for zeroing
in on a plan. The performance of the fund, track record of the fund
manager, the suitability of the scheme’s objective to your financial goals
should always take precedence over other factors.

Of late, SIPs have emerged to be one of the best modes of mutual fund
investment for retail investors, particularly those who have a steady
stream of income like the salaried people. The recent developments in
technology in the financial sector, like electronic clearing system (ECS)
in the banking sector; have helped the growth of SIP by bringing down
costs of SIP transactions for fund houses and the ease of payment for
investors. At present, the mutual fund industry handles about 80 lakh
SIP accounts and every month over 1 lakh new SIPs are being added to
this number.
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Planning & tracking SIP
There are several websites where easy-to-use tools can give you how
much you can make by investing a certain amount at a given rate of
interest over a given number of years.

MAGIC OF COMPOUNDING (Rs. 1,000 invested every month will
become…..)
Rate

5 years

10 years

15 years

20 years

10%

78,082

2,06,552

4,17,924

7,65,697

15%

89,682

2,78,657

6,76,863

15,15,955

20%

1,03,454

3,82,364

11,34,295

31,61,479

The table (above) shows if you invest Rs. 1,000 every month, for say
5,10,15 or 20 years, how much will you get at the end of the term at a
given rate of interest.
You can also use the table to calculate how much you need to save for
how many years to reach a particular amount. For example, you need
about Rs. 20 lakh after 15 years from now for your daughter’s admission
to a management course.
And you think you can get about 10% rate of interest annually. So you
should invest Rs. 5,000 (Rs. 1,000 x 5) and you can expect to get about
Rs. 21 lakh (Rs. 4.18 lakh x 5) when your daughter would be ready to
join an MBA course.
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Almost all the mutual fund houses have tools on their websites which
can tell you how much your SIP is worth on any given date once you
punch in the relevant data in the SIP calculators/tools.

Since UTIMF-TOI joint initiative started last month, peoples have
suggested that there should be some schemes in which fund houses will
allow investment only through the SIP mode. Also, it has been argued
that since the salaried people usually get an increment each year, on the
same lines SIPs started by them should have an option to increase their
SIP amount every year by a pre-fixed percentage or amount. So far,
such options are not available in the mutual fund industry. However,
every fund house is innovating using the advancement in technology and
such options may soon be a reality.
Some brokerage houses have also started offering SIP route for investing
in stocks and there are several variants of this, such SIPs including
investment in gold etc.

BY PROF. SACHIN NAPTE
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STUDENT CHIT- CHAT
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COLOURFUL PAINTING
MADE BY : SHIVANI PALIWAL
PGDM-B
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Please call me god!!!!!
Let me go back Oh Lord !
To my proper home….
From this land of strangers
To the land of my own
Far away from disguise and artificial love
Let me go back Oh Lord !
To my proper home….
In this land of Catch-22
Why I do so forget
And start loving beings
Who can just give me distress
People with hidden motives
Who walk with me a while
And leave me back to climb
To the journey of my height
The highwaymen waiting for me
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With greed and to rob
Why do I find fake companions
Who can never stand beside
Loudly shout my name
The ruler of this road
My supreme father, the almighty soul
Please take me back with you
To the place which is holy
The shelter with no harm
The place most soberly
Let me go back Oh Lord !
To my proper home
Call me aloud; call me back to home.

-Simnalika kushwaha
PGDM-c(1st shift)
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Sketching by
Kishan Pawde- PGDM-B
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ANSWERS TO BRAIN TEASERS:
1. The Mouse
2. Direct to home
3. Television Rating Point
4. Nivea
5. Standford University Network
6. Tata Coffee
7. Reckitt Benckiser
8. Sam Walton
9. Enthiran (Robot) released in Tamil, Telugu and Hindi

BY Prof. Vishal Desai
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The person I admire the most or my idol in life are
common essay that each one of us must
have written in our school time. But how
many of us have actually been true to our self, in
accepting in front of others, the person we admire
the most, or the person who have impacted our
lives.
After nearly two decades when
someone asks’s you the
question now, “who is your idol”, the memories start flowing as to who
actually is & the various reasons why that person is our idol.
Xpressions wants to give opportunity to all of you to confront today the
idol in your life with various reasons.
The best article would be awarded and would be published in
subsequent editions.
The theme for the next edition is
on the
same lines “IDOLS”.
We request you to send in your entries to
xpressions@indiraisbs.ac
Latest by 22nd December 2011.
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